Southeastern Stamp Show 2006

AWARDS

September 24, 2006

GRAND AWARDS

GRAND AWARD
Patrick A Walters, United States Government Flights (1918-1927) (Frames 163-171)

RESERVE GRAND AWARD
Phillip Stager, The Ailments of Venus Revisited (Frames 77-86)

ONE-FRAME GRAND
James C Cate, General Banks Division – Civil War Union Army Field Cancellations 1861-1862 (Frame 48)

YOUTH GRAND
Sabrina McGill (Youth), Zoofari (Frames 16-19)

COURT OF HONOR PRIX D'HONNEUR
John Johnson, Pan-American Airline’s 1935 Survey Flights (Frame 1)
Charles O’Brien III, Joint Issues with the US (Frames 2-11)

ROWLAND HILL AWARD
William H Waggoner, For his lifetime contributions to philately in the Southeastern States

SHOW AWARDS

GOLD AND AAMS GOLD AWARDS
A D Jones, United States Air Mail, September 23, 1911 – June 30, 1924 (Frames 57-66)
Derrick Pillage, “Birth of the United Kingdom Air Mail Services” 12th April 1933 – 30th November 1934 (Frames 68-75)
Derrick Pillage, From Sea to Shining Sea (Frames 111-118)
Patrick A Walters, United States Government Flights (1918-1927) (Frames 163-171)

GOLD AWARDS
Charles O’Brien III, Georgia Bicentennial 1733-1933 (Frames 23-30)
James C Cate, General Banks Division – Civil War Union Army Field Cancellations 1861-1862 (Frame 48)
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Phillip Stager, *The Ailments of Venus Revisited* (Frames 77-86)
Andrew McFarlane, *The First Days of the George Rogers Clark Commemorative* (Frames 89-98)
Thomas W Broadhead, *Balloon Post Cards of the Franco-German War 1870-1871* (Frame 119)
Andrew McFarlane, *The 1947 Postage Stamp Centenary Commemorative* (Frames 133-139)
Albert L Briggs, *Domestic Uses of the United States Presidential Series* (Frames 140-147)

**VERMEIL AND AAMS VERMEIL AWARDS**

Bruce Roberts, *Pan American Air Mail Test – November 1, 1946* (Frame 38)
Dave Hill, *1931 Flight of the Graf Zeppelin* (Frame 76)
William Drummond, *FAM-14: 1935-1941* (Frames 99-104)

**VERMEIL AWARDS**

Sabrina McGill (Youth), *Zoofari* (Frames 16-19)
Nancy & Doug Clark, *Highway Post Office Commercial Mail* (Frames 39-44)
Edward M Kazmierczak, *Great Britain Queen Victoria Government Issued Post Cards* (Frames 49-56)
James C Cate, *Chattanooga Straight-Line Union Army Field Cancellation – 1863-1864* (Frame 67)
Edward J Lawrence, *The Development of the Postal Services of Hong Kong & the Treaty Ports to the End of the Victorian Era* (Frames 105-109)
Phillip Stager, *The Royal Palm* (Frame 110)

**SILVER AWARDS**

Matthew Hoffman (Youth), *Transportation on Stamps* (Frames 12-14)
Calla DeLuca (Youth), *United States First Day Issues* (Frame 15)
Maria Hoffman (Youth), *Birds on Stamps – The Struggle for Survival* (Frames 20-22)
Raymond Murphy, *Jamaican Tourism Foundation, Growth and Impact* (Frames 32-35)
Frank Crown, *Antebellum Atlanta Postal History* (Frames 36-37)
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Robert Lieb, *The Five-Cent Trans-Mississippi Stamp* (Frame 87)
C R Donaldson, *United States Packet Mark Used on Mail Carried by Steamboats on Southeastern Inland & Coastal Waterways 1840s – 1870s* (Frames 120-123)
Heinrich Hahn, *Olympic Games – Germany 1936* (Frames 150-154)

**SILVER-BRONZE AWARDS**

Frank Crown, *It’s About Hair* (Frame 88)
John Macco, *Apollo-Soyuz Test Project* (Frames 172-176)

**BRONZE AWARDS**

Willis Monk, *Pearl Harbor – 7 December 1941* (Frames 45-47)
Bob Davidson, *The U S Imperforates of 1851-1857* (Frames 148-149)
William H Waggoner, *Ration Currency, Books, Coupons, Stamps & Tokens* (Frames 155-156)

**SOCIETY AND SPECIAL AWARDS**

**APS RESEARCH AWARD**

Derrick Pillage, “Birth of the United Kingdom Air Mail Services” 12th April 1933 – 30th November 1934 (Frames 68-75)

**APS 1900-1940 AWARD**

Patrick A Walters, *United States Government Flights (1918-1927)* (Frames 163-171)

**APS 1940-1980**

Andrew McFarlane, *The 1947 Postage Stamp Centenary Commemorative* (Frames 133-139)

**AAPE CREATIVITY AWARD**

Nancy & Doug Clark, *Highway Post Office Commercial Mail* (Frames 39-44)

**AAPE GOLD AWARD OF HONOR**

Raymond Murphy, *Jamaican Tourism Foundation, Growth and Impact* (Frames 32-35)

Phillip Stager, *The Royal Palm* (Frame 110)

**AAPE NOVICE AWARD**

Willis Monk, *Pearl Harbor – 7 December 1941* (Frames 45-47)

**AAPE YOUTH GRAND**

Sabrina McGill (Youth), *Zoofari* (Frames 16-19)
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AMERICAN AIRMAIL SOCIETY GRAND AWARD
Patrick A Walters, United States Government Flights (1918-1927) (Frames 163-171)

AMERICAN FIRST DAY COVER SOCIETY AWARD
Charles O’Brien III, Georgia Bicentennial 1733-1933 (Frames 23-30)

AMERICAN TOPICAL ASSOCIATION FIRST AWARD
Phillip Stager, The Royal Palm (Frame 110)

AMERICAN TOPICAL ASSOCIATION YOUTH AWARD
Sabrina McGill (Youth), Zoofari (Frames 16-19)

AMERICAN PHILATELIC CONGRESS AWARD
Sabrina McGill (Youth), Zoofari (Frames 16-19)

UNITED POSTAL STATIONARY SOCIETY MARCUS WHITE AWARD
Edward M Kazmierczak, Great Britain Queen Victoria Government Issued Post Cards (Frames 49-56)

USSS STATUE OF FREEDOM
Charles O’Brien III, Georgia Bicentennial 1733-1933 (Frames 23-30)

POSTAL HISTORY SOCIETY POSTHORN MEDAL
Patrick A Walters, United States Government Flights (1918-1927) (Frames 163-171)

US PHILATELIC CLASSICS SOCIETY AWARD
James R Pullin, North Atlantic Mails: The Transition Years 1836-1841 (Frames 157-162)

GEORGIA POSTAL HISTORY SOCIETY AWARD
Frank Crown, Antebellum Atlanta Postal History (Frames 36-37)

CLARK FEDERATION AWARD
A D Jones, United States Air Mail, September 23, 1911 – June 30, 1924 (Frames 57-66)

CLARK NOVICE AWARD
Willis Monk, Pearl Harbor – 7 December 1941 (Frames 45-47)

JOHN KOVALSKY MEMORIAL AWARD FOR BEST PRESENTATION (by Cobb County)
Phillip Stager, The Ailments of Venus Revisited (Frames 77-86)

CHATTANOOGA STAMP CLUB AWARD FOR PHILATELIC RESEARCH
James R Pullin, North Atlantic Mails: The Transition Years 1836-1841 (Frames 157-162)

Thank you for coming….see you at the Southeastern Stamp Show 2007!